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In this paper a new form of multivariate gamma is delined whose components are 
positively correlated and have a three parameter gamma distribution. Explicit forms 
of moments, moment generating function, conditional moments, and density 
representations are derived. Several properties of the distribution are established. 
Included are also approximations, asymptotic results and Chebyshev’s type 
inequalities. Applications of the model and estimation of parameters are discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The three parameter real gamma distribution with shape, scale, and 
location parameters a, /I, and y, respectively, has density 
and zero elsewhere. This distribution, which is Type III of Pearson’s system 
of curves, is widely applicable as a model in reliability analysis and life- 
distribution studies. A comprehensive account of the properties of this 
distribution, including characterizations and estimation of its parameters 
is available in Johnson and Kotz [S]. The two-parameter (shape-scale) 
gamma, the standard gamma (/I = 1, y = 0), and the exponential are clearly 
particular forms of (1). 
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Several multivariate extensions of the standard gamma are available in 
the literature. Prominent among these are distributions whose marginals 
are standard gamma, see Johnson and Kotz [6]. In their simplest form 
they are constructed as follows. Let X;s be mutually independent and have 
standard gamma density functions 
fi(xj) = {r(t3j)}p’ xj+‘eC’~, xj > 0; 0, > 0; j = 0, . . . . k, 
and let Yj = X0 + Xi, j = 1, . . . . k. Then, the joint distribution of Y,, . . . . Y, is 
defined to be a multivariate gamma. The marginals are standard gamma 
but correlated. Krishnaiah and Rao [9] define a multivariate gamma as 
the joint distribution of the diagonal elements of a Wishart matrix. They 
call it a multivariate chi-square. In connection with rainmaking experiments 
Moran [ 141 discusses the need for multivariate models where the 
marginals are preferably three-parameter gammas with different param- 
eters. In dealing with lifetimes of components of operating systems when 
the components are subjected to shocks Becker and Roux [l] and Steel 
and Roux [16] introduce bivariate gamma models. Gaver [3] builds up a 
multivariate gamma model from gamma marginals by a mixing procedure. 
Negative binomial mixtures are considered. More specifically he defines a 
multivariate gamma density f as one for which the Laplace transform is 
given by 
I> 
k 
for k > 0, a > 0. Various forms of bivariate gammas, mostly developed from 
linear combinations of independent gamma variables, may be found in 
Eagleson [2], Ghirtis [4], Kibble [7], Miller et al. [ll], Moran [12, 131, 
and Sarmanov [15]. 
In this article we introduce a multivariate gamma model as the joint dis- 
tribution of certain linear combinations of independent gamma variables. 
Our model will be applicable to the following general situation. Suppose 
that there is a k-variate system (X,, . . . . X,), where the Xj’s are identically 
distributed except for a scaling factor. Suppose that the components are 
subjected to disturbances (sl, . . . . sk) such that the new system is 
WI + El > --*, X, + Q), where the ENS and Xi’s are mutually independently 
distributed gamma variables. 
Our model can also describe the following situation. To start 
with, one has the system (Y,, . . . . Y,), where the Yis are independent 
gamma variables. These could be runoffs to a dam from k different 
streams. The Yj’s are disturbed so that the new components are 
Z’=(Y,+6,X,..., Yk + 6,X), where the 6;s are constants and X is a new 
gamma random variable which is distributed independently of Y,, . . . . Y,, 
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where (‘) denotes the transpose. In the situation of runoffs into a dam, X 
could be the contribution from a new rainfall in the region and the djs 
could be interpreted as the coefficients representing the catchment areas of 
the various streams. We would like to study Z. 
As another application consider a stochastic routing problem or a 
stochastic travelling salesman problem. Suppose that a transportation com- 
pany has k routes at its disposal for going from point A to point B. Then 
Yj could represent the travel time on the jth route or cost variable or any 
such factor for j= 1, . . . . k. Gamma models for travel time are very 
reasonable. A new obstruction has created a disturbance in Yj so that Yj 
is shifted to Yj+ Six, where 6, is a constant and X is another gamma 
random variable independent of the Yj’s. Here X could be coming from 
a problem at a common node or a common arc of the routes.. Thus the 
vector of interest is Z. 
In this paper we study the properties of such a model and derive: 
(i) moment generating function; (ii) general product moments; (iii) variances 
and covariances of the components; (iv) conditional moments; (v) multiple 
correlation; (vi) the general density; (vii) approximations and asymptotic 
results; (viii) estimation of parameters; and (ix) Chebyshev’s type 
inequalities. 
2. DEFINITION AND BASIC PROPERTIES 
When the random variable X is distributed like (l), we will write 
X- G(cr, fi, y). We give the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1 (A multivariate gamma). Let Vi N G(cci, pi, y,), i = 
0, 1, . ..) k, where the Vis are mutually independent and let 
z.& v + I/. 
‘BOO I’ 
i = 1, . . . . k. 
The density of the vector Z’ = (Z,, . . . . Z,) will be called a multivariate 
gamma. 
Several properties of the distribution will follow directly from the defini- 
tion or the moment generating function of Z. The latter is readily available 
from that of X in ( 1): 
M,(t) = E(P) = J m (x-y)1-1 exp(-(x-y)lB)exp(fx)dx= eYr 
I r(a) 8” (1 -PC)“’ 
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Hence, 
M,(t) = E(e fizz+ “’ +tez,, f 
= E(e (l/L%)(b’10+ .” +8kQ)h)E(e’~b) ...E(e’kvk) 
,(Y0/80)(B1t1+ “’ +Bklt)eY1~l + “. +Yk’k 
= Cl-(Pltl+ ... +~ktk)]~(l-P*t,)al...(l-Bktk)OLk 
exp C(g + hAM W’ tl 
=(l-b’t)““~;S=,(l-/$ti)z~’ 
(2) 
where b = (pi, . . . . j-Ik)‘, g = (yi, . . . . yk)‘, t = (ti, . . . . tk)‘, 1 Biti < 1, for all i and 
1 b’t 1 < 1. 
The following properties are now easily obtained directly from the delini- 
tion or from the moment generating function: 
0) Zi w  G(m, + mi, Pi, (YO/BO) Bi + Yi). 
(ii) E(Zi)=(a,+ai)Bi+(~,lP,)Si+Yi. 
(iii) Var(Z,) = (a0 + ai) /If. 
(iv) Cov(Z,, Zi) = ccJ,fl,, i fj. 
It is evident from (iv) that Zi and Zj for (i #j) are positively correlated. 
Reproductive properties are stated in the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. The class of multivariate gamma is closed under: (a) 
transformations of the form W = Z + d, d’ = (d, , . . . . dk); (b) convolutions 
Z, + Z,, where Z,, Z, are independent, Z, is multivariate gamma with 
parameters ai, pi, yi, i = 0, 1, . . . . k, and Z, is multivariate gamma with 
parameters ui, pi, y:, i= 0, 1, . . . . k. 
Proof (a) The moment generating function of W is 
which is of the form (2) with yi + di in place of yi for i = 1, . . . . k. 
(b) The moment generating function of Z, + Z, is 
M z,+ z,(t) = M,,(t) M,,(t) 
and hence it is of the form (2) with the same pi parameters, aj + ai in place 
of ai and yi + 7: in place of yi for i = 0, 1, . . . . k. 
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3. MOMENTS AND CUMULANTS 
Moments of the form E(Zm) and product moments E(ZTZJ) will be 
evaluated directly from the definition. Their evaluation requires the 
moments E( Vy) which are available from the moment generating function 
of Vi. We have 
M,(t)=eY”(l -j?it))” 
d”M”,W 
dt” =k~O(~)({~(l-~i~)~“}{~e”“‘j)- 
Hence, putting t = 0 we obtain 
My’= E( V”) = 2 
0 
k” a,(cri+1)...(cri+k,-1)P41y~-kl 
k,=O 1 
m  
= 
I( > 
r (C(i)klbf’Yy-k’, (3) 
k,=O 1 
where (a), = a(a + 1). .. (a + n - l), (a)0 = 1. Using the above, we now have 
E(zy)=E(; v,+ vi)“=E{;o(y)(f-J vy-r} 
=~o(~)(~)r~(~O)r~(~i)m-r 
=!o(;)(j!)‘k;o(;J (aO)ko~i?Y~-ko 
XC 
m-r -yr (ai)k,jfyy-‘-k~. 
( > 
(4) 
k,=O I 
By the same procedure as above one also can derive the product moments 
directly. For example, 
683139/l-10 
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where MI”’ for i = 1, . . . . k are available from (3). To compute the 
cumulants of Z we need the logarithm of the moment generating function. 
From (2) we have 
lnMJt)= -cl,ln l- 2 /?.I. - i .l (1-piti)+ 2 a/?.+~. t. 
( i-1 ’ ‘> j-1” n i_,(PO ’ ‘) ” 
From this it easily follows that for mj > 2 the cumulants of Z are 
Km, = & (In K(t)) I 1 t=0 
1 cto(m, - l)! BY1 ai(mi- l)! /I” = (l-B,tr- ... -&)m,+ (l-pifi)m’ 11 t=0 
= (m,- l)! /Jm’(a, + Dli). (6) 
Also, the joint cumulants are obtained as 
a m,+m, 
K “,“‘=w @M,(t)) t=o=cc~(mi+m,-l)!Bm’~~. 
1 
(7) 
The last equation gives, for example, 
Kzo = (a0 + a,) /If = Var(Z,) 
K,, = a,&&= Cov(Z,, Z,), i#j. 
From these one can write the covariance matrix of Z’= (Z,, . . . . Z,), 
denoted by E:, as 
If the multiple correlation of Z1 on Zz, . . . . Zk is denoted by R1(2...k), 
then 
1 -R:c,...,,= 
IZI 
aI1 IC22l’ 
This can be shown to have a very simple form in our model. Note that 
C = DAD, where D = diag(fl,, . . . . 
Thus ].E] =/?T...pE IAl and 
j?k), A= (a,), aii=ao+ ~i, u~=Q,, i#j. 
IAI =(% ~~~cl~)[(cI~+cI~)+~~cI~(l/cl~+ ... + l/a,)] 
=; taoa . ..Uk) 
= (aIaz~~~ ak)+(aoa2”-ak)+ “’ +(aoal’--ak-l), 
IC ~=~:...~:~(aoal-..ak) 
(1) 
I z22 I=P:...B:C(aoaz...a,). 
(1) 
and then 
Hence 
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where Ccl) boa1 . . . CQ) denotes the sum of all products of a,,ai .. . elk delet- 
ing one of the a,‘s each time. Thus 
1 -~~~,...,,=(ao+a,)~’ C taoa1 ...ak) C (aOaZ...ak). (8) 
(1) / (1) 
4. CONDITIONAL DENSITIES AND CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
In this section we derive conditional expectations of the type E(Z, 1 Z,) 
and conditional variances Var(Z, 1 Z,). These will be obtained from 
Theorem 4.1 below that gives the rth conditional moment E(Z; 1 Z,). We 
will also indicate that the same techniques can lead to the evaluation of 
moments of the type E(Z:‘ZF 1 Z,) and we will illustrate the evaluation for 
k, = k, = 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ~=(/$,/~~)(z~-y~)-y,, and 6=~,,+(j?~/~~)y~. 
Then, the r th conditional moment E(Z; I Z, ) is given by 
E(Z;,Z,)=fi !- r T(r--r,+a,) Eo r(alL,=o rl a;: 
xf rl 
r* = 0 0 
(a0 Jr2 
r2 (a0 + aI),* ‘r’--r2Wr2’ 
Proof Consider the joint density of V,, V,, and V,, 
ftoo, Ul, u,)= i (u~-Y~Y-~ exp(-(ui-yiWi) 
i=O { r(ai) 8: 1. 
The joint density of Z, = @,//IO) I’, + Vi, Z, = (fiz/flo) I’, + I’, is 
g,,(z,,z,)=c ~o(uo-yo)S~le~("o~Yo~'Po 
s ( 
z,-f$uo-yl) 
1, - 1 
0 
lb 
a* - 1 
Xe-(=l-(BIIBo~~o-YI)/Bl z*--uo-y2 
( BO > 
x ,-(Zz- (@2/80)"0-Y2)/@2 duo, 
142 
where 
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-1 
c= i T(a,)P1 . 
i i=O I 
Since Z, - G(a, + aI, p2, yz + yo(j&/Bo)), the conditional density of 
VI lZ2) is 
where 
/Tr(ao + a2 1 
Cl = DZJB”;‘r(ao) r(a, 1 r(a2)’ 
Now, to evaluate E(Z; ( Z, ), we first express Z; as 
z;=[(z,-kv,y,)+(k vo+Y1)] 
r 
= 
c ( 
r 
r,=o rl >( 
z,-k vo-y’~-r’(~ vo+yl)Y 
Then, interchanging integrals in (9) we obtain 
Cl c:,=o 
r ( )J (~,-y,)~- e~‘““~yo)~Bo((~l/~o)oo+y,)~l 
E(z;lz*)= (z2_1;2Y;o(~2,po))Io+.2-’ ,~~~2~Y2~Y0~B2/B0~~/82 
X 
( 
B* 
> 
x2- 1 
z2--uo-72 
PO 
e ~ (22 ~ (82/8o)uo - Y2)/82 
Bl 
> 
r--r,+r,-1 
X z1----o-Y1 
PO 
,-(~I-(~I/~O)~O-YI)/~I dzlduo 
Cl c:,=o 
0 
r T(r-rl+al)p;-‘l+alxA 
= (z2-y2-yo(~~,~o))ro+.*-’ ,-(22-Y2-Yo(B2/80))/82’ (10) 
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where 
A = j (ug-yo)=o-’ e 
00 
-'vo-yn)i130(!LUo+y~~ 
( 
82 
> 
a*- 1 
x z,--u()-y, 
PO 
e - (i-2 - (82/80) ul~ Y2 )/I72 duo. 
The last integral is easily evaluated. Let y = u0 - yO, Then, 
z2-&J-y2=~(Q-y), 
PO Do 
where 0 < y < o, and hence the integral becomes 
where 6 = y0 + &//I1 ) y, . Finally, the transformation y = WI, 0 < t < 1, 
gives 
Upon substituting in (10) and simplifying, we obtain the result as stated in 
the theorem. 
The conditional expectation E(Z, 12, =z2) which may be called the 
regression of Z, on Z2 is immediately obtained from the theorem for r = 1. 
COROLLARY 1. The conditional expectation E(Z, 1 Z, =z,) is the 
following linear function in z2 
where 
Bo=E(z,)=(ao+a,)P,+~,+~B, 
0 
B =COV(Z,? Z2) aOB1 
1 
VarfZ2 ) =Bz(~o+~z)’ 
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Conditional variances of the type Var(Z, 1 Z, = z2) are available from the 
general conditional moment E(Z; 1 Z2 = z2) given by Theorem 4.1. Hence, 
we will consider moments of the type E(Z:‘ZF 1 Z, = z3). The same tech- 
nique will work for any k,, k,; hence, we will illustrate the method for 
kl = k2 = 1. The marginal density of Z, is given by 
dz3 I= 
1 
P y+OL3r(ao + a3) ( 
83 
cco+cL)- 1 
z3--Yo-Y3 
PO > 
e - (23 - (B3lBo) YO ~ Y3 l/81 
Consider the joint density of V,, Z, , Z,, Z,, 
The joint conditional density of Z,, Z, given Z, = z3 is 
g,(z,, z,Iz,)= s f(uo, z1 , z2, z3 ) duo UO &3) . 
Hence, 
1 
E(Z,Z,IZ,=z3)=- 
dz3 1 
z,z2f(uo, Zl, z2, z3) dz,dz2duo. (11) 
Let 
Then, 
Using the above, the integral (11) is evaluated upon evaluating the four 
integrals corresponding to the four terms in the expression for zlzl. Since 
these integrals are of the same type, we illustrate the evaluation of one of 
them corresponding to the first term. All others are evaluated in a similar 
way: 
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wherew,=&(z,-r,)-y, 
83 > 
Similarly, the other three integrals can be evaluated to compute 
E(Z, Z, 1 Z,). It should be noted that the same procedure will work for 
E(Zf’Z’;Z 1 Z, = z,), once Zf’ and Z:’ are expressed in terms of the powers 
of zj - (Bj/po) u. - yj, j = 1,2. Since the expressions will be complicated 
these will not be given here. 
5. THE DENSITY OF THE MULTIVARIATE GAMMA 
In this section we consider representations for the density of the multi- 
variate gamma. Consider the transformations 
z.& +v. 
‘BOO I’ 
i= 1, . . . . k, Zk+l = V,. 
From the joint density of the k + 1 mutually independent random 
variables V,, Vi, . . . . V,, we can obtain the joint density of Z,, . . . . Z,, Zk+ , . 
Note that the transformation above has Jacobian = 1 and that 
z.-kzk+,c v. 
IPO ” 
i=l k. 7 . . . . 
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Thus, the joint density of Z,, Z,, . . . . Zk+ I is 
(12) 
where 
In (12), put u=zk+i - ~0, Uj = (Po/fij)(Zj - yi) - ~0, j = 1, . . . . k. Then 
gk+,(h, .**, uk, u)= c 
where 0 < u c min{u,, . . . . uk}. The joint density of ur, . . . . uk is now 
available by integrating out u, i.e., 
gkt”, , . . . . uk) = c, 
(13) 
where 
c =+ j$ aJ-l 
1 
0. j-1 PO 
It follows from the above that the density is of different form for each of 
the k! orderings of ui, . . . . uk. For example, for ur c u2 < . . < uk, 
gk(%, .*‘Y uk) 
x exp( - [(ui - U) + ... +(%c-u)l/flo)du 
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x exp 
1 1 
-’ U,(l--y)+u 
Bo 
*(l-$y)+ . . . +Uk(l-~y)]}&!y. 
Expanding the exponentials in series forms we obtain 
xuo;o f  f  ... I? ro! 
(-~1lBoP (-~,lBo)“~~~ (-UkIBOP 
ro=O r, =o ‘k =o 
r,! r,! 
I 
1 
x Y ao+ro-l(l~y)al+rl-l 
0 
Since u c u,/uj < 1, j = 1, . . . . k, 
g,(u,, . ..v Uk) 
Xlf K.f ro, 
(-~,lBo)‘“(-~l/Bo)“..~ 
ro=l r,=o It = 0 r,! 
x(-~k/BO)r’T(ro+ro)T(a,+r,) 
r,! T(cc, + r. + cc1 + rl) 
xFD cto+ro;cr,+r,,..., uk + rk; a0 + r. + aI + rl ; ‘, . . . . ’ , 
u2 uk > 
where F, is the Lauricella function, see Mathai and Saxena [lo]. 
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Now, let (i,, i,, . . . . ik) be a permutation of the integers (1,2, . . . . k) such 
that ui, < ui, < . . . < uik. Then, the density has the form: 
rk !  qa, + ro + a1 + r-1 ) 
a,+r,;a,,+r,, 
4, aik+rk;aO+rO+ai,+r, ;--, .. . . uil . . . . 
> 
, 
For each permutation (i1, iz, . . . . ik) of the integers (1,2, . . . . k) such that 
Ui, < Uil < . . . < u4, we have a part of the density in the above form. The 
Lauricella function FD has a convergent series representation for 
1 Ui,/U$ 1 < 1,j = 2, . ..) k, and R(a,) >O, R(a,)>O. These conditions are 
satisfied here since ui, < ui2 < ... < ui, and ao, aI, . . . . ak are parameters of 
the gamma densities. 
Linear combinations such as a,Z, + . . + a,Z,, where a,, . . . . uk are 
constants, can be handled by rewriting them as linear combinations of the 
mutually independent gamma variables Vo, V, , . . . . Vk. Several techniques 
are available for working out the density of a linear function of indepen- 
dent gamma variables. Quite a large literature is available on this topic. 
For a brief introduction see Johnson and Kotz [5]. 
Remarks. (1) In Definition 1, I’, may be replaced by a sum of inde- 
pendent gamma variables with the same PO. The structure of the problem 
remains unchanged. (2). Definition 1 may also be modified to replace 
(pj,//Io) V, by a linear function of independent gamma random variables. 
The coefficients of the linear function may be selected so that Zj still 
remains a gamma. This will lead to a form of the joint distribution of 
Z 1, . . . . Zk that is more complicated, but it can also be handled by the 
techniques of this paper. 
6. APPROXIMATIONS AND ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS 
The m.g.f. of Zi is given by 
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Consider the standardized Zi, that is, 
y,=zi-E(zi) =zi- C(aO+ai) Pi+ (YOlBO) Bi+Yil 
’ JGar(z,, PiJlGGi 
zi 
= Pi&GFG 
- Jrn+ 
11 
Yi 
hJb+BiJ~ ’ 1 (14) 
The m.g.f. of Yi is 
MY,(li) ,e-“m 
> 
-(ro+&) 
and 
lnM,(ri)=~+O(J-..&) as a;--+co. 
Thus we have the following 
LEMMA 6.1. When ai + 00 the standardized Zi as defined in (14) is 
aqymptoytically a standard normal irrespective of the value of a,, > 0. 
Consider the vector of standardized Zis, that is, let Y’ = (Y,, . . . . Y,), 
where Yi is defined in (14). The m.g.f. of Y is then 
x fi 1 _ ti 
( 
-=’ 
i=l JJGG > 
and without loss of generality one can expand In Mu(t,, . . . . tk) into a 
power series to obtain 
(16) 
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From (16) one may note that In M, can be approximated in a number 
of ways. If a0 is a finite fixed quantity but CQ -+ co, i= 1, . . . . k then 
In Mv(t,, . . . . tk)-+$Cfcl tf. But if a, also goes to cc such that 
ui/uo+mi< co, i= 1, . . . . k, then 
In Mv(ti, . . . . tk) ,A 
2 +gJ&& 1 
Thus we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. The vector Y of the standardized Z;s is asymptotically a 
multivariate normal 
(i) Nk(O, I) iftli+ co, i= 1, . . . . k and a0 is a fixed finite quantity; 
(ii) N,(O, C&), 0 = (Q,), Q,,= 1, Q,= l/J- Jl+mj, i#j if 
cli + CO, i = 0, 1, . . . . k such that ai/ao + mi < 00, i = 1, . . . . k. 
Thus when ai, i= 1, . . . . k, are large and CI~ is finite, one can approximate 
the density of Y by a standardized multinormal density. When 
clj = 0, 1, . ..) k are large one can approximate by a multinormal density 
N/LO, Jz). 
A situation in Theorem 6.1 (ii) can arise when a simple random sample of 
size n is taken from Z’= (Z,, . . . . Z,) and then the standardized sample 
mean vector of the coordinates is taken as Y. Then look at the distribution 
of Y for n + co with cli, i= 0, 1, . . . . k, fixed. A situation in Theorem 6.1(i) 
can arise if we take a simple random sample of size ni from Vi, i = 1, . . . . k, 
and replace Zi of Definition 1 by ZF, where 
where Vi is the sample mean of the sample from Vi. Now form the vector 
Y from Z*, i= 1, . . . . k, and look at the asymptotic distribution of Y 
for ni+ co, i= 1, . . . . k, with ai, i=O, . . . . k, fixed. Thus Lemma 6.1 and 
Theorem 6.1 can be given meaningful interpretations. 
7. ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS 
If data are available on the component gamma variables Vi, . . . . Vk then 
all the parameters ai, /Ii, yi, i = 0, . . . . k, can be estimated by using one of the 
standard methods. Since gamma functions are involved it would be easier 
to get the estimates by the method of moments. But when a multivariate 
model is fitted usually data are available only on the coordinates 
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Zi, i = 1, . . . . k. Hence we will look for a method of estimating the 
parameters by using data on the Z;s. Let my’, rni), my), RZ~) denote the 
sample cumulants on Zi, i= 1, . . . . k. The corresponding population 
cumulants are available from (6). Let Sii denote the sample covariance 
between Zi and Zj. By the method of moments one has 
my = (k. + 6,) /!I; 
my) = 2(c?, + 6,) 83, 
where h denotes the estimated value. From (17) and (18), 
fi; = bi, m:i’ bi=- 
2mt” 
i = 1, . . . . k, 
and 
$0 + oi, = ai, 
mp 
ui=bf’ 
i = 1, . . . . k. 
From the relation Cov(Z,, Z,) = cq,Bi b2 one has 
15, = S,,/b, 6,. 
Any other sample covariance could also be used to estimate 01~. Then 
I  
S 
ai = ai - 6, i = 1, . . . . k. 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
Note that 
E(Zi)=(a,+ai)Bi+5)0Bi+y; 
Bo 
and hence 
d,bi + fi = mji’ - aibi, &=YCllbO. (23) 
Note that &pi + yi is the location parameter for Zi and hence the smallest 
order statistic from Zi, denoted by Z{il:, can also estimate &pi + yi. Also 
one can get a different moment estimate for pi by combining the third and 
fourth sample cumulants. Denoting this estimate by pi one has 
It should be noted that with probability one, fli# bi. If fli= bi for a 
given sample, combine higher cumulants to get an estimate of pi different 
from bi. Thus we can have 
&pi + fi = z(i) (1)’ (24) 
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From (23) and (24) one has 
80 = (Zi’l)) -my + Uibi)/(fli - bi), fi = zif), - C&i&. (25) 
Since rO/& appears as a ratio in the multivariate model the above equa- 
tions (17k(25), complete the estimation of all parameters. 
8. CHEBYSHEV’S TYPE INEQUALITIES 
Since the components Zj, i= 1, . . . . k, of our multivariate gamma model 
are positive random variables for yi 2 0, i = 0, 1, . . . . k, one can construct 
Chebyshev type inequalities on various probability contents under our 
model. The exact probabilities can be computed by using the exact density 
given in Section 5. We state the following known results as lemmas. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let A,, . . . . A, be events in the same sample space. Let Af 
denote the complement of Aj and P(A,) the probability of the event 
Aj, j= 1, ,,., k. Then 
LEMMA 8.2. Let U be a nonnegative real scalar random variable with 
E(U) < co. Then 
P(U~6}GE(U)/6, 6 > 0. (27) 
Now consider the events Ai= {Zj < Sj, Sj> 0}, j= 1, . . . . k. By applying 
Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 and using the expression for the expected value of Z, 
one has the following. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let dj>O,j= 1, . . . . k, be arbitrary real constants. Let 
{Zj, j= I, . . . . k) be the components of the multivariate gamma model of 
Section 2, with yj 3 0, j = 0, 1, . . . . k. Then 
0) P{(Z,~6,,...,Zk~8k)}~1- 5 
j=l 
(aO+aj)B,+~B,+Yj]is,J 
0 
(28) 
(ii) P{(Z,~6,,...,Z,~6,)}~ 
Zf=1 {C(aO+aj)Bj+(rOIBO)Pj+rjl 
6, + ... +a, 
(29) 
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Proof: (i) is obvious from Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 by noting that E(Zj) = 
(cq, + aj) fij + (y,,//?,,) fij + yj. For proving (ii) observe the following: 
For nonnegative real scalar random variables U,, . . . . Uk the event 
{Uj2Si, 6,BO, i= 1, . . . . k} implies that {x3= 1 U;> Cf=, Si}. NOW apply 
Lemma 8.2 to establish the result. 
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